
Worcestershire Careers Hub 
Benchmark Best Practice 
The                                       is recommended to:

a)  Consider this example of best practice for the achievement  
of the Gatsby Benchmarks (tick Box)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Benchmark Criteria 
(insert criteria required to meet benchmark)

1)   - Completion of  

Benchmark                  - 



Please detail below the Careers Activity that takes place in your school 

that supports the criteria required to meet the benchmark: 

Please explain below how you evidence the activity described above: 

Have you submitted a case study for this activity?  

YES    NO 



DATE

EVENT/ACTIVITY NAME

WRITE UP PHOTOS

NUMBERS ATTENDED

SCHOOL DISTRICT
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	Text2: Chadsgrove Special School 
	Text3: Chadsgrove School
	Text4: 
	0: 5
	1: Encounters with employees and employers

	Text5: 
	0: One meaningful encounter with an employee/ employer each year from YR7
	1: Encounters with a range of employees/ employers that raises aspirations and provide support as students take actions to achieve their full potential. 
	2: 
	3: 

	Text6: 
	0: At Chadsgrove School, we are extremely conscious that all pupils have access to multiple encounters with employees and employers. The reasons are very similar to other schools as to why this is so important for the students. However, at Chadsgrove school we love to operate our school as a community allowing the pupils chance to speak with a variety of people within the school and externally. We strive for all students to have an employer or employee encounter throughout the year.

This current year has made Chadsgrove "think outside the box" as to how we can achieve this. 
we have managed to utilise the virtual world to highlight careers and jobs locally, including the employees introducing themselves and explaining their role and how they got involved in that particular career. 

Chadsgrove School prides themself on having ample external visitors and providing pupils with great experiences of partaking in external trips to a variety of places. 

	1: Activites have ranged through the years, however this year has looked at the following:Farm animals visited with farmerMeeting different people from within school carrying out different rolesA day in a life of videos provided from the following: (so far)A Fossil PreparatorA P.E Teacher and SencoA Live Chat AgentA HR ManagerA Enterprise Coordinator A Funeral DirectorDofE- meeting instructors and volunteersThe pupils were given the videos as weekly projects during lock-down to be used at home with parents or in school with teachers, the accompanying resources of fact finding worksheets were completed after the students had watch the videos.The evidance was collected and marked by the careers lead and class teacher and kept in the pupils "Preparation for Adulthood" folders.Through discussions with the schools Careers coordinator, CEC Enterprise coordinator and the Enterprise advisors an idea of creating "A day in the life" videos of staff, family, friends and Enterprise advisors was implemented.The responce for videos was a success and so far, the students have experienced "A day in the life of":To compliment the pupils understanding and learning of these different careers, specially adapted resources have been created depending on the pupils needs.As always our data of activity is tracked on Compass + along with being shared on the schools social media outlets. 

	Text7: During the latest lockdown due to the Covid-19 pandemic, at Chadsgrove we didn't want our pupils to miss out on experiences of the work place. Therefore, with the help of friends and families of the school, a plea was put out for people to record themselves doing their job.
We had a great response and so far, 6 videos have been edited and created into activities for the students to experience different jobs with an insight to the qualifications and more importantly the skills that are needed for each particular job.
The videos are specifically aimed at our cohort of learners and point out the links between each skill and the Skills Builder themes on the hub that the pupils are familiar with such as ; Speaking; Listening; Problem Solving; Aiming High; Staying Positive; Teamwork and Creativity.
The pupils were also given task activities to accompany the videos helping to cement their learning and to research future careers.
One pupil that completed the task at home with parental support, gave the following feedback ;"Thanks for this Emma. Tom has really enjoyed watching the video, finding more videos and information about fossils".
Teachers have requested that the videos are stored in a shared area so that they can be revisited and used during "Preparation for Adulthood" and the "World of Work" curriculum lessons, once we can get back to a normal timetable.
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	0: A day in the life videos and resources
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